The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 4th February 2008.

**Rule 4 - Sail Registration Numbers and Identification**

**Amendment:** Add new rule to read as follows:

4. (g)(i) Sails used in the following women’s events shall carry a red rhombus above the top batten pocket on both sides;
   
   a. world or regional (continental) championships
   b. events described as “international events” by the Notice of Race or Sailing Instructions
   c. other events that prescribe in the Notice of Race or Sailing Instructions that women competitors should be identified.

(g)(ii) The minimum size and approximate position shall comply with diagram “Rhombus”

(g)(iii) The rhombus may be retained for racing in other events.

**Rule 19 - Mast**

**Amendment:** Add new rule 19 (d) to read as follows:

“Adhesive tape may be applied to the outside of the joint of the upper and lower mast sections to a limit of 40mm above and below the joint.”